
CHROMATHERAPY
IS THERAPY THROUGH COLORS

Eliminate everyday stress with a new universe 
where colors hold a privileged space.
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The origin goes as far back as traditional medicine in India,
China and Greece. It is a method of harmonization and natu-
ral well-being.  Each color corresponds to a vibration with its
individual speed, wave length or rhythm. Its influence is as
much physical, psychological or emotional  and allows our
vital energy to reach a level for self-healing. 

RED: Stimulates circulatory system, 
promotes vitality and energy. 

ORANGE: Stimulates respiratory and 
nervous systems, anti-fatigue, benefits
body and mind. 

YELLOW: Energizes intellectual 
stimulation, fortifies and relaxes.

GREEN: Calms nervous system,
fortifies and relaxes vision. 

TURQUOISE: Regenerates, calms sudden 
pain, relaxes intellect.

BLUE: Promotes peace and tranquility, 
opens conscious mind. 

MAGENTA: Harmonizes emotions.

CHROMATHERAPY SYSTEMS
We connect the lights to the massage installation for a
dependent chromatherapy system, which is controlled
from the main keypad. It can also be controlled from a
separate keypad or an air push button, for an independent
chromatherapy system.

Both systems work with their own electronic control, for
easier maintenance. 
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MINI MOOD LIGHT 
SO MUCH BRIGHTNESS IN SUCH A SMALL PACKAGE...

9 surface mounted high brightness LED. Front load for easy 
maintenance. 1 1/16" clear plastic facing with an ABS ring frame available 

in all standard ABS colors and most plated finishes for easy color coordination. 

STANDARD MOOD LIGHT
GIVE A MOOD TO YOUR BATH...

20 surface mounted high brightness LED. 
Front load for easy maintenance. Diameter: 3.20".

LUMI-AIR JET
LIGHT UP YOUR BUBBLES!

8 lateral air openings. 9 surface mounted high brightness LED.
Front load for easy maintenance. 1 1/16" clear plastic facing 
with a ABS ring frame available in all standard ABS colors.

CHROMATHERAPY CONTROL
AND KEYPAD

Available built-in transformers: 120 Volts to 12 Volts,
230 Volts to 12 Volts and 12 Volts to 12 Volts.

Independent keypad of 4 touches. Round flange of 2".
Available in standard ABS colors and plated finishes. 


